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Abstract
There have been two major approaches to fully automated

verification of higher-order functional programs: higher-

order model checking and refinement type inference. The

former approach is precise, but suffers from a bottleneck in

the predicate discovery phase. The latter approach is gener-

ally faster than the former, thanks to the recent advances in

constrained Horn clause (CHC) solving, but is imprecise, in

that it rejects some valid programs. To take the best of the

two approaches, we refine the higher-order model checking

approach, by employing CHC solving in the predicate dis-

covery phase. We have implemented the new approach and

confirmed that the new system can verify more programs

than those based on the previous two approaches.
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1 Introduction
There have recently been active studies on automated tech-

niques for higher-order program verification [17, 24–26, 29].

Among others, the two major approaches have been higher-

order model checking [14, 17, 22, 24] and refinement type
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Figure 1. Higher-order model checking with predicate ab-

straction and CEGAR

inference [10, 26, 27, 29]. Both the approaches have advan-

tages and disadvantages. In the present paper, therefore, we

aim to take the best of both the approaches, by extending

the former approach with CHC (constrained Horn clause)

solving, the key ingredient used in the latter approach.

Before explaining our new approach, let us summarize the

two approaches and their advantages and disadvantages.

Higher-Order Model Checking (HOMC) Approach Fig-

ure 1 shows a typical architecture of the higher-order model

checking (HOMC, for short) approach [14]. Given a higher-

order functional program as an input, predicate abstraction
is first applied to obtain a higher-order Boolean program as

an overapproximation of the original program (Step 1). For

example, consider the following program.

let rec id x =
if x <= 0 then x else 1 + id (x-1)

let main n = assert (id n = n)

Suppose that we wish to verify that the assertion never fails

for any integer input n of the function main. By abstracting

the return value of id by the predicate λr . r = x (where

x is the argument of id), we obtain the following Boolean

program:

let rec id' () =
if * then true else id'()

let main' () = assert (id'())
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Here, * represents a non-deterministic Boolean value, and

id’ is an abstract version of id, which takes the unit value

and returns a Boolean value that represents whether the

return value r of the original function id satisfies r = x .
(How to obtain id’ above does not concern us here; an inter-

ested reader may wish to consult [14].) Higher-order model

checking [13, 16, 24] can then be used to check whether the

abstract program is safe (Step 2). In this case, the abstract

program is indeed safe (i.e. the assertion never fails); thus the

verification succeeds. If we use the predicate λr .r > 0 instead

of λr .r = x , we obtain the following abstract program:

let rec id'' () =
if * then false
else if id''() then true else *

let main'' () = assert(let r = id''() in * )

Here, id’’ returns a Boolean value of whether id returns

a positive integer. Since that information does not help us

determine whether id n=n, the argument of the assert com-

mand may evaluate to false. A higher-order model checker

thus yields the following error path as a counterexample.

main’’() −→D assert(let r = id’’() in * )
−→D assert(let r = if true then ... in * )
−→D assert(let r = false in * )
−→D assert(false) −→D fail

In Step 3 of Figure 1, we check whether the corresponding

path of the original program (i.e., a path that takes the then-

branch in id, and the argument of assert evaluates to false)
is feasible. Since it is infeasible (because id n must evaluate

to n if the then-branch is chosen in id), the counterexample

is spurious for the original program. We then proceed to

Step 4, and find a new predicate from a proof that the path is

infeasible (this predicate discovery phase will be discussed

in more detail later). If the new predicate is λr .r = x , the
verification succeeds in the next iteration.

Kobayashi et al. [14] have implemented an automated

verification tool MoCHi for a subset of OCaml. Advantages

of the verification method are that it is precise (in particular,

it never reports false positives), and that it can generate a

counterexample if a program is unsafe. The tool, however,

suffers from a serious bottleneck in the predicate discovery

phase: for some valid programs, too specific predicates are

repeatedly found and, as a result, the loop of Steps 1–4 (called

the CEGAR loop) never terminates.

Refinement Type Inference (RTI) Approach In the re-

finement type inference (RTI, for short) approach [10, 26,

27, 29], the safety problem (of checking whether a given

program reaches an error state) is reduced (in a sound but

incomplete manner) to the typability problem in a refine-

ment type system [8, 18, 28]. Then the typability problem is

further reduced to the satisfiability problem for constrained

Horn clauses (CHC), and CHC solvers [4] are used to check

the satisfiability.

For the example of id program above, we first prepare the

following template for the type of id:

x : {ν : int | P(ν )} → {r : int | Q(x , r )} .

Here, P and Q are predicate variables that represent the pre-

and post-conditions of the function: if an integer argument

x of id satisfies P(x), then a return value r satisfies Q(x , r ).
Based on a standard refinement type system (such as the

one used in Liquid types [18]), the typability of the whole

program is expressed by the following constraints on P and

Q :

∀n.P(n) ∀n, r .(Q(n, r ) ⇒ n = r )
∀x , r .(P(x) ∧ x ≤ 0 ⇒ Q(x ,x))
∀x , r .(P(x) ∧ x > 0 ⇒ P(x − 1))

∀x , r .(P(x) ∧ x > 0 ∧Q(x − 1, r ) ⇒ Q(x , 1 + r ))

Here, the constraints on the first and second lines respec-

tively come from the main function, and the then-clause of

the id function. Those on the third and fourth lines come

from the else-clause. (We do not discuss the detail on how

these are generated; an interested reader maywish to consult,

e.g., [26].) The above constraints are satisfied by P(x) ≡ true
andQ(x , r ) ≡ x = r . Thus, we can conclude that the program

is typable, and hence also safe.

This approach is often faster than the HOMC approach,

partially thanks to the recent advances in CHC solvers [4, 6,

27]. A disadvantage is that it is sometimes imprecise, reject-

ing some valid programs due to the incompleteness of the

underlying refinement type system.

Our New Approach To take the best of both approaches,

we refine the HOMC approach by employing the RTI ap-

proach for predicate discovery (Step 4 in Figure 1). More

precisely, from a spurious counterexample obtained in Step 3,

we construct a program slice of the original program, which

consists of only the program points visited by the spurious

counterexample. We then apply refinement type inference

for the slice instead of the original program. If the inference

succeeds, we collect predicates that occur in the inferred

refinement types and add them as predicates used in the

predicate abstraction phase (Step 1) of the next iteration.

For the example of id program above and the spurious

counterexample obtained from main’’, the program slice is:

let rec id x =
if x <= 0 then x else _

let main n = assert (id n = n)

Here, the part _ is ignored by RTI; in an implementation, it

can be implemented as an infinite loop that never fails. From

the slice, we obtain the following CHCs:

∀n.P(n) ∀n, r .(Q(n, r ) ⇒ n = r )
∀x , r .(P(x) ∧ x ≤ 0 ⇒ Q(x ,x))

This set of CHCs is a subset of those given in the section

on the RTI approach, obtained by removing the constraints

from the else-clause of the original program. We can obtain
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P(x) ≡ true andQ(x , r ) ≡ x = r as a solution. Thus, λr .x = r
is added as a predicate used for abstracting the return value

of id. The verification succeeds in the next iteration of the

CEGAR loop.

The RTI for a program slice may fail due to the incom-

pleteness of the underlying refinement type system. In that

case, we fall back to the previous approach [14] for pred-

icate discovery. Actually, the previous approach [14] uses

a kind of RTI, but for a different notion of program slice

called a straightline higher-order program (SHP). The main

difference is that an SHP unfolds recursion, and replicates

a function definition for each function call occurring in a

(spurious) counterexample, so that the SHP does not contain

any recursion. An advantage of using an SHP is that the

resulting CHCs are acyclic and hence always guaranteed to

have a solution. The main disadvantage is, as already men-

tioned, that inferred predicates are often too specific (e.g.,

r = 0 ∧ x = 0, instead of r = x) to be used for predicate

abstraction.

We have implemented the new approach and confirmed

through experiments that the new method can prove more

programs to be safe than the previous two approaches.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

explains our new method in a little more detail. Section 3 re-

ports an implementation and experimental results. Section 4

discusses related work, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Our Method
This section explains our method and discusses its properties.

We avoid a boring reformalization of the HOMC approach,

by focusing on the difference from [14] below.

2.1 The Target Language and Verification Goal
The target language of verification is essentially the same

as that of [14]: a simply-typed, call-by-value, higher-order

functional language with recursion, Booleans, and integers.

The syntax of the core language is given by:

D (programs) ::= { f1 x̃1 = e1, . . . , fn x̃n = en}

e (expressions) ::= x | c | ∗B | e1 e2

| if e1 then e2 else e3 | fail
κ (simple types) ::= B | κ1 → κ2

B (base types) ::= int | bool | unit

Here, ∗B evaluates to a value of base typeB in a non-deterministic

manner. The term fail aborts the evaluation of the whole

program. The assert expression assert(e) used in Section 1

can be expressed as if e then () else fail. We assume that

every function in D has a non-zero arity, and that D contains

a distinguished function symbol main ∈ { f1, . . . , fn} whose
simple type is unit→ unit.
We write −→D for the small-step reduction relation on

terms (which can be defined in a standard manner [14]),

and =⇒D for its reflexive and transitive closure. The goal

of the verification is, given a program D, to check whether

main() ≠⇒D fail.

2.2 The New Method
We summarize the difference from the original method [14]

below, and show that the new method satisfies desired prop-

erties like the progress property (stated as Theorem 1 below).

As mentioned in Section 1, the main change is in Step 4. The

other steps remain almost the same, except on the following

points:

• In the predicate abstraction phase, we embed program

point labels of the original program into an abstract

program, so that a counterexample generated by a

higher-order model checker contains enough infor-

mation for constructing the corresponding program

slice.

• In Step 2, there can be infinitely many counterexam-

ples for an abstract program, and which counterex-

ample is chosen affects the quality of the predicates

discovered in Step 4. We have thus modified Step 2 so

that we have more control over the choice of coun-

terexamples; this effect will be reported in Section 3.

As already sketched in Section 1, Step 4 proceeds as fol-

lows.

4-1 Given the original program D and a counterexample

π (which is a sequence consisting of program point

labels), construct the program slice Dπ , obtained from

D by replacing all the subterms whose labels do not

occur in π with an infinite loop “loop()”, defined by

loop x = loop x (_ in Section 1).

4-2 Construct a set C of CHCs, such that C is satisfiable

if and only if Dπ is typable in the refinement type

system, following [6].

4-3 If C has a solution θ (which is an assignment of a

predicate to each predicate variable), then add predi-

cates occurring in θ to the abstraction type environ-

ment [14], which specifies what predicates should be

used for abstracting each subterm of t . For the example

in Section 1, the abstraction type environment used for

obtaining main’’ is id : (x : int[ ]) → int[λν .ν > 0],

and the one after the predicate discovery is id : (x :

int[ ]) → int[λν .ν > 0, λν .ν = x], which means that

the argument of id should be abstracted to a unit value,
whereas the return value ν should be abstracted to a

pair of Boolean values that represent whether ν > 0

and ν = x respectively (see [14] for details on abstrac-

tion types).

4-4 If C does not have a solution, we fall back to the previ-

ous method: construct an SHP and find new predicates

from it [14].
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As in the previous method [14], the new method satis-

fies the following “progress property”, that the same coun-

terexample is not found twice. (Some familiarity with [14] is

required to understand the proof sketch.)

Theorem 1. Let D be a program, and let Γ be an abstraction
type constructed based on a (spurious) counterexample π . Let
D ′ be the most precise abstraction D obtained (based on the
predicate abstraction rules in [14]) by using Γ. Then, D ′ does
not have π as a counterexample.

Proof sketch. It suffices to consider the case where Γ is con-

structed in Step 4-3 above (since the case for Step 4.4 has

been proved in [14]). By the assumption that Γ is constructed
in Step 4-3, the slice Dπ is typable under a refinement type

environment ∆ such that ∆ ∈ DepTy(Γ) (where DepTy(Γ) de-
notes the set of refinement type environments constructed

using the predicates in Γ; see [14] for the precise definition).
By Theorem 4.4 of [14], main() ≠⇒D′

π fail holds for the most

precise abstraction D ′
π of Dπ obtained by using Γ, Let D ′

be

the most precise abstraction of D obtained by using Γ. By the
compositionality of the predicate abstraction transformation

of [14], we may assume that D ′
π is a slice of D ′

. Thus, if D ′

has an error path as a counterexample, then it must contain

a program point that does not belong to Dπ (thus, it cannot

be π ). □

We can also prove that our approach is strictly more pow-

erful than the RTI approach, under a reasonable assumption.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the CHC solver used in Step 4-2
satisfies the “monotonicity property”, that if the solver can find
a solution for a set C of CHCs, then it can also find a solution
for C′ for any subset C′ ⊆ C. Then, any program D that is
proved safe in the RTI approach can also be proved safe in our
new approach.

Proof sketch. Suppose that a programD can be proved safe in

the RTI approach. Let C be the set of CHCs generated from

D (such that D is typable if and only if C is satisfiable). Then,

since any set C′
of CHCs generated in Step 4-2 is a subset of

C, Step 4-3 never fails by the monotonicity assumption. By

the proof of the progress property above, the CEGAR loop

must eventually terminate (since there are only finitely many

slices and the slice used in a previous predicate discovery

phase does not occur again). □

To see that the new approach is strictly more powerful

than RTI (even without using Step 4-4), consider the follow-

ing program:

let twice f x = f (f x) in
let id x = x in
let neg x = -x in
let main n = if * then assert(twice id n = n)

else assert(twice neg n = n)

The program is not typable in the usual refinement type

system (without intersection types) [6, 26], as we need to

assign different types for the two calls of twice. Since the
slices obtained by removing any one of the assert expressions

are typable, however, Step 4-3 above can successfully find

appropriate predicates, and the verification succeeds.

3 Experiments
Wehave implemented ourmethod as an extension of MoCHi

1
,

a software model checker for higher-order programs. We use

HoIce
2
[6] as the underlying CHC solver; as reported in [6],

Spacer
3
[15] is generally faster, HoIce tends to infer simpler

solutions, which is important for our use of CHC solving in

predicate discovery. We have conducted experiments on a

machine with Intel Core i7-3930K 3.20 GHz and 16 GB of

memory with a timeout of 120 seconds.

We evaluated our implementation against:

• MoCHi: The original MoCHi

• RCaml: Refinement type checking and inference sys-

tem based on CHC solving [27]

• RT-HoIce: Refinement type checking with HoIce base

on the method described in Champion et al.’s work [6]

• RT-Spacer: Same as RT-HoIce but using Spacer as a

CHC solver

The latter three are fully automated refinement type check-

ers for OCaml; we do not compare our tool with Liquid

types [18], as it requires users to declare qualifiers. We use

262 benchmark programs written in OCaml, which con-

sist of those taken from the benchmark sets of [6, 21, 22]

and 24 programs added by ourselves
4
. Since the refinement

type checkers cannot prove the unsafety of a program, (un-

like the original MoCHi and our implementation, which

can prove the unsafety of a given program by reporting a

concrete counterexample), we use only safe programs for

evaluation. All the benchmark programs are available at

http://posl.ait.kyushu-u.ac.jp/~sato/.
We first compare our system with the verifiers except

RCaml [27] and then compare ours with RCaml separately,

because RCaml fails with errors before verification (probably

due to unsupported features of OCaml) for many of our

benchmark programs.

ComparisonwithMoCHi, RT-HoIce andRT-Spacer Fig-

ure 2 shows the result of the comparison withMoCHi, RT-

HoIce, and RT-Spacer, using cactus plots. The vertical axis

shows an elapsed time (measured in seconds), and the hor-

izontal axis shows the number of instances solved in the

given time. As shown in the figure, our implementation out-

performs the original MoCHi and the others in terms of

the number of solved instances. Within the given timeout

of 120 seconds, our tool,MoCHi, RT-HoIce, and RT-Spacer

1http://www-kb.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~ryosuke/mochi/
2https://github.com/hopv/hoice
3https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3
4
They have been added in another research context to expand the bench-

mark set. They are not necessarily favorable for our new approach.
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respectively could verify 255, 229, 200, and 214 programs,

out of the 262 programs. More than half of the failures of

RT-HoIce and RT-Spacer are due to the incompleteness of

the underlying refinement type system.

For easy instances, the refinement type checkers are much

faster than MoCHi and ours. For example, if we shorten

the timeout from 120 seconds to one second, then our tool

could verify only 126 programs, while RT-HoIce verified 185

programs.

Comparison with RCaml We next compare our tool with

RCaml. The result is shown in Figure 3. We used only 76

programs, a subset of the benchmark programs above that

RCaml can take as input; RCaml fails with errors for the

other programs. As in the comparison with RT-HoIce and

RT-Spacer, our tool could verify more programs than RCaml,

although RCaml was faster than ours for many of the pro-

grams.
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Figure 4. Comparison with the variation that uses multiple

counterexamples

Single vs multiple counterexamples We have also tested

two kinds of variations of our method. The first variation

generates CHCs from multiple counterexamples instead of a

single counterexample. More precisely, given a set of coun-

terexamples, we generate a program slice by removing only

the subterms that are not used in any of the counterexamples.

This is based on the previous work onMoCHi [22], which

reported that the predicate discovery was improved by using

multiple counterexamples.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the default version

(that uses a single counterexample in the predicate discov-

ery phase of each CEGAR loop) and the variation that uses

multiple counterexamples. Contrary to our expectation, we

did not observe a significant difference between them.

Short vs long counterexamples The second kind of vari-

ation is about the choice of a counterexample. There is an

obvious trade-off on the length of counterexamples. Whilst

a longer counterexample should be more useful for find-

ing more general predicates (since it covers more program

points), it may cost more time for CHC solving. To evalu-

ate how the length of a counterexample affects the overall

performance, we have modified Step 2 in Figure 1, so that

10 counterexamples are generated (if there are any), and

created two variations that pick the shortest/longest coun-

terexample among the 10 counterexamples. We have tested

the two variations, using 152 programs, obtained from the

benchmark suite above by removing (i) the programs for

which the counterexample search does not terminate in 180

seconds, and (ii) the programs that are verified in the first

CEGAR loop (i.e., we use only programs that need predicate

discovery step at least once). The timeout has been set to 120

seconds, excluding the time for searching counterexamples.

Figure 5a shows the result of the comparison between the

variations that use the shortest and longest counterexamples.

Whilst the numbers of the solved instances of them are the
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Figure 5.Comparisons between the variations that use short

and long counterexamples

same, the latter is faster than the former for 77.6 percent of
the programs.

Interestingly, the effect of the lengths of counterexamples

is opposite for the originalMoCHi. Figure 5b shows the result

of the comparison between the variations of MoCHi that

use the shortest and longest counterexamples. The variation

using the shortest counterexample is generally faster than

the one using the longest counterexample.

4 Related Work
There has been a lot of work on verification that uses CHCs [1,

4–6, 8, 9, 12, 18–20, 26]. Thesemethods first translate verifica-

tion problems into CHC satisfiability problems (some of them

via refinement type inference problems [6, 12, 18, 26, 27]),

and solve them by their original methods or by off-the-shelf

solvers. In contrast, our method uses CHC solving (via re-

finement type inference for a program slice) only for the

purpose of predicate discovery, which has been the main

bottleneck of the higher-order model checking approach.

For verification of higher-order functional programs [6, 18],

our method is strictly more powerful than CHC-based RTI

approaches, as discussed in Section 2.

Terauchi [25] also uses refinement (intersection) type in-

ference in an interesting manner. His method applies refine-

ment intersection type inference to a recursion-free program,

obtained from the original program by unfolding recursive

function definitions a finite number of times. His method

then checks whether the original program is typable using

the inferred types. Since only recursion-free CHCs are used

in his method, his method suffers from a similar problem to

MoCHi; inferred types tend to be too specific to be used for

typing the whole program. As in other RTI-approaches (and

unlike in the HOMC approach), his method cannot disprove

the safety of programs.

In the context of verification of imperative programs, there

are some studies to improve a predicate discovery method,

by manipulating counterexamples and controlling interpola-

tion [2, 3, 7, 11]. For example, Beyer et al. [3] have proposed a

method that generates multiple counterexamples from a sin-

gle counterexample by using path slicing [11]. These meth-

ods are not directly applicable to the context of higher-order

program verification; it is left for future work to combine

them with our method.

Terao [23] has also proposed another refinement of the

higher-order model checking approach. His proposal of lazy

abstraction aims to improve bottleneck in the predicate ab-

straction phase (Step 1 in Figure 1). Thus, his method is or-

thogonal to ours; it would be useful to combine his method

with ours.

5 Conclusion
We have a refinement of the higher-order model checking

approach to program verification, which incorporates CHC-

based refinement type inference into the predicate discovery

phrase. We have implemented the proposed method and con-

firmed its effectiveness through experiments. As reported

in the last experiment, the choice of counterexamples sig-

nificantly affects the overall performance of our method;

how to find good counterexamples is left for future work.

A tighter integration between higher-order model checking

and refinement type inference (or CHC solving) is also left

for future work.
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